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Abstract 
Let A = (a~j) be an n × n symmetric matrix with all positive entries and just one 
positive eigenvalue. Bapat proved then that the Hadamard inverse of A, given by 
A °i-~l = (~) is positive semidefinite. We show that if moreover A is invertible then A °t-~l 
is positive definite. We use this result to obtain a simple proof that with the same hy- 
potheses on A, except that all the diagonal entries of A are zero, the Hadamard square 
root ot' A, given by A '~/-" ' ~'' - ~a,j ), has just one positive eigenvalue and is invertible. 
Finally, we show that if ,4 is any positive semidetinite matrix and B is almost positive 
definite and invertible then A oB ~ ( l /erB~e)A.  O 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
A MS classification: ! 5A09; 15A45; ! 5A48; 15A57 
Keywords." Hadamard product; Hadamard square root; Hadarpard inverse; Distance matrix: 
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1. Introduction 
Let A = (a,j), B = (b,j) be n × n matrices witi~ read entries, i.e. A, B E R "~". 
The Hadamard product of A and B is defined by A o B = (a,b,j) [1 I]. The 
Hadamard  inverse of  A (with a~j > 0, 1 <~ i, j <~ n) is defined by A °/-tl -- (~), 
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and the Hadamard square root by A °~/2 , ~/2 = ~a~ ). In Section 2, we extend a 
result due to Bapat [2,3], who showed that if A is symmetric, has all positive 
entries and just one positive eigenvalue, then its Hadamard inverse A °/-~l is 
positive semidefinite. We provide necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
invertibility of A °/-~l. A corollary of this theorem will then be used to prove 
that if A is a symmetric matrix which has all off-diagonal entries positive, all 
diagonal entries zero, and A has just one positive eigenvalue, then the Hada- 
mard square root of A has just one positive eigenvalue, and is invertible. This 
was proved for distance matrices (distance matrices are a special case of ma- 
trices which satisfy the hypotheses) most recently by Auer [1], and it had 
previously been proved by Schoenberg [18], Micchelli [17], and Marcus and 
Smith [16]. See also Blumenthal ([4], p. 135), Kelly [14], and Critchley and 
Fichet ([5], p. 26). We recall here the Perron-Frobenius Theorem [15], which 
states that if a matrix A E R "×" has all positive entries then it has a positive 
eigenvalue r > [21, for all other eigenvalues 2 of A. Furthermore, the eigen- 
vector that corresponds to r has positive components. This theorem remains 
true under more general conditions, including in the case when all off-diagonal 
entries are positive and the diagonal entries are zero. 
Let A and B be symmetric. The Loewner partial order A >-_ B denotes that 
A -  B is positive semidefinite, and A >- B that ,4 -  B is positive definite. Let 
e = (1, ! , . . . ,  I)T, i.e. e is the n x 1 vector of all ones. A symmetric matri× A is 
almost positive semidefinite (or conditionally positive semidefinite) if 
x~Ax >t 0, tbr all x ~ ~" such that x 'e  = 0, and almost positive definite (or 
conditionally positive definite) if xTAx > 0, for all x -~ 0 such that xTe = 0. In 
Section 3, we prove that if A is positive semidefinite and B is almost positive 
detinite and invertible then A o B >-_ ( I /eTB~e)A .  This extends the validity of 
Fiedler and Markham's inequality [9], since they required that B is positive 
definite. 
2. Hadamard inverses and square roots 
The following five lemmas are essentially well-known [3.7,13,17] however for 
completeness we provide short proofs. Let diag(all, . . . .  a,,,,) denote the n × n 
diagonal mat:ix with diagonal entries alt, . . . ,a, , , , ,  and ';-m~,~(`4) and 2ram(`4) 
denote the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of`4 E ~"~", respectively. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A, B E •"×" be symmetric. 1,]'`4 >- 0 then 
diag(al l , . . .  ,a,,,,)2max(B)l "r-_ A o B >" diag(atl, . . . .  a,,,,)~.mm(B)l. 
Proof. Let (, ~ R 'z×~' and C ~_ 0. We know then that ,4 o C ~_ 0, since ,4 o C is a 
principal submatrix of ,4 ® C, the Kronecker product of A and C, which is 
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positive semidefinite. Since B -  2min(B)l >'- 0 and B -]'-max(B)/~ 0, we can re- 
write this as Zmax(B)l >" B ~ 2min(B)l, and then Hadamard multiply all the way 
across by A. I--1 
Lemma 2.2. Let A, B E ~'×" be symmetric. ! f  A >-_ O, B ~- 0 and all the diagonal 
entries o f  A are nonzero then A o B is positive definite. 
Proof. Since Zmin(B) > 0, Lemma 2.2 follows from Lemma 2.1. I--1 
Lemma 2.3. Let A E R "×" be symmetric and positive semidtfinite. Then the 
Hadamard exponential e°'4= (e',) is positive semi&finite. Moreover, e °A is 
positire definite (['and only i f  A has distinct rows. 
/AO3 Proof. Evidently, e °A = ee r + A + ~A °2 + 3!'" + .-. is positive semidefinite, 
and e °'4 positive defnite implies thai the rows of A must be distinct. Suppose 
now that for some y = (yi , . . .  ,y,,)T E I~", y -¢ 0, yVe°Ay = 0, then yTA°ky  = 0, 
and thus A°ky = 0, for k = 0, !,22 .... Write A = (x, .  xj) = (llx;ll l lxjl lcos0~j), 
for some x l , . . . ,  x, E IW. Let IIx;ll be maximum among those IIx, ll, . . . .  IIx,,ll 
such that y~ -¢ 0. We must have IIx;ll :/: 0, or else for every nonzero 3) we have 
IIxjll = 0. In the latter case, if there are two or more nonzero yi's for which 
I lxjil = 0 then A has two rows the same. While if there is just one vi :/: 0 this 
would imply e °A has a zerojth column, which is not possible. 
Then, with Ilx, I I¢  0, after dividing all the way across Ilx, t*(llx~ll*cos*0,~.v, 
+l lxzl l~cos k 0,_,.v= + . . . .  ~ IIx;ll~.v, . + . . .  + IIx,,l l 'cos ~ 0,,,.,~,) = 0, by IIx, II =z and 
letting k - ,  ~ ,  we must have IIx, I I -  I Ix, l lcos0o, for some i ¢ . j .  Since 
iix; i~ iix;ii we also nave cos00 = ! and thus ix , -  x, li" : x, ll-' + IIx, ll" 
-2x , .  xj = 0. So x; = x~, and A has two rows the same. V1 
Lemma 2.4. Let A E W '×" he .~lv',unetric. A is a&tost positive (semi)definite il 'and 
onl), i f  B =(ai /  -a i , ,  - a,:/ + a,,,,) E ~(" I I:,l,,-I) is positive (semi)definite. 
Proofi If xTe = 0 
t! 
Zaox ix  i : 
id::: I 
~-,n- -  I 
then x,, - -z_.,,:i x,, and substituting we have 
n-  I n -  I n - I 
Z °,,x,x, + Z + x.. + 
i,i I i:- ! ./: I 
n--I n -  I n--I n -  I n - I  n-- I 
i , j  I i :  I i :  i i: I i : l  i . i  I 
n--I 
) .£ (a  0 - ai,, - a,,j + a,,,,)x,x i. D 
t,] = I 
Remark. If i = n or j = n then aij - ai,, - a,:/+ a,,,, = O. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let A = (ao) E I~ "~'+ be almost positive semidefinite then e °A is 
positive semidefinite. Moreover+ e °A is positive definite i f  and only i f  
ai i+ ajj > 2aij, for  all i ~ j. 
Proof. Write mi = ai, - {a,,,/2), tbt;+i <~ i <~ n. From Lemma 2.4, since A = (aij) 
is almost positive sem+definite we can write, for 1 <~ i , j  <~ n, 
where B = (b0) = (a~j - a~,, - a,j + a,,,,) ~ 1~ "×" is positive semidefinite. Then 
e °B = (e b',) is positive semidefinite also. It follows that e °4 = (e"',) = (e b',+~'+',) 
= (e',et',,e "j) = De°SD is positive semidefinite, where D = diag(e~, . . . ,  e'"). 
Finally, e °A is positive definite iff e °B is positive definite iff the rows of 
B = (x~. xi) are distinct iff0 < IIx, - x,ll-" = b, + bjs - 2b~i = a, + a z~ - 2a o, for 
all i -¢ j. I--1 
Corollary 2.6. Let A E R "×" be ahnost positive definite then e °A is positive 
definite. 
Proof. (e l  - ei)TA(ei - ei) = air + a/s - 2a  0 > 0, for all i ~ j. El 
Remarks. For (symmetric) positive semidefinite matrices the condition 
a, + a/j > 2a,j for all i ~ j is equivalent o saying A has disti:~ct rows. This is 
not true for almost positive semidefinite matrices however, since for example 
consider 
A 
I 2 2]  
2 3 3 . 
2 3 5 
This matrix satisfies xTAx >1 0, for any x = (x~,x,.,-x~ -x , )  T, A has distinct 
rows, but a, + a1 i = 2a,j, when i = I and j = 2. From Lemma 2.5 we can also see 
that for A almost positive semidefinite, e°'~ is positive definite if and only if all 
principal 2 × 2 submatrices of e °~ are positive definite. 
Theorem 2.7. Let A E ff~"*" be symmetric, hat,e posititre entries and just one 
positive eigem, alue, then the Hadamard #n'erse A °t-IJ = (,35,,) is positit,e semMef- 
inite. Morem,er, A °l-I) is positit,e definite i f  and only iJ" 
a, ajs aii --v, +---~ < 2 , fo ra l l i¢ j ,  
, . . . ,  )T R" where v = (vl t,,, E is the Perron eigenvector for  A 
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Proof. Let the eigenvalues of .4 be 21 ~<... ~< 2,,-! ~<r with Av = rv and 
Aui = 2iui, for 1 ~< i ~< n - 1. The Perron eigenvalue is r, and v = (vl, v2,. . . ,  v,,) T 
the Perron eigenvector has positive entries, from the Perron-Frobenius 
Theorem. If we now write ,4 in the form 
, T ~ ]r 
,4 - -  rvv  T q- An- ! Un- ! Un- ! +- " " " ']- A i I! 1U 
and let V = diag(, ,,,., ,. . . ,~),  we can also write 
VAV : ree  T + 2n- l (Vu , , - i ) (Vu ._ l  + ' - "  + 21(Vu j ) (Vu , )  T. 
If xXe = 0 then xTvA Vx ~ O, i.e. VA V = B = (bi/) is almost negative semidefi- 
nite. 
Next, recall that for t > 0 fzxS 
1 e -  ~ 
t = ds ,  so  x = x T(e-b'i'')x ds, 
and since (-b,js), for s > 0 is almost positive semidefinite, from Lemma 2.5 
(e -b,,s) is positive semidefinite, so ( l /b0) = (E~IV)~/-i) = V-IA°l-i)V -I is posi- 
tive semidefinite. We conclude that A °l-~) is positive semidefinite. 
Finally, A °i-~l is positive definite iff V-~A °l-~,' V -i = (1/b~j) is positive definite 
i ff  (e -t',,') is positive definite iff b,, + b~i / < 2b,:/, for all i ~ j iff 
aii aJi a!J --v + --v < 2 , for all i ~- j. I-1 
v~ v.7 t,,ej 
Coro l la ry  2.8. Let A E ~"×" he .2vmmetric, have positive entries and just one 
positive eigenvalue. I rA  is #wertible then A °(I)  is positive definite. 
Proof. A invertible implies B = VA V is almost negative definite, so (e -b',s) is 
positive definite (Corollary 2.6), which implies A °/-l) is positive definite. 
We now use Corollary 2.8 to give a simple proof of a well-known result for 
distance matrices (distance matrices are almost negative semidefinite matrices 
with positive off-diagonal entries, and zeroes on the diagonal [10,19]). Recall 
that a real symmetric n x n matrix has at least k nonnegative (positive) ei- 
genvalues, including multiplicities, if and only if A is positive semidefinite 
(positive definite) on a subspace of dimension k ([12], p. 192). UI 
Theorem 2.9. Let A E R "×" be symmetric, with positive off-diagonal entries, all 
diagonal entries equal to zero, and just one positive eigenvalue. Then the 
Hadamard square root A°l/2 = (ail/2) has .just one positive eigenvalue and is 
invertible. 
Proof. We use induction on n. Clearly the result is true for n = 2. We shall 
assume the result is true for n - 1. As in the proof of Theorem 2.7, there is a 
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diagonal matrix 11", with positive diagonal entries, such that VAV--  
B = (b~j) E ~×" is almost negative semidefinite. From Lemma 2.4 we know 
that C = (b,,, + b , , j -  b,j) E lt~ I'-~)×('-l) is positive semidefinite. We will show 
___. (hl/2 hi/.2 _ b]/2 l)x(n-l} that D ,~,, + ~,,j ) E I~ ('- is positive definite. Write 
bm+ b,,j -- bij -- x~i,,- + b,o - bij )(bin/2 + ~,q + - _bi[ a'btq-, 
then 
} 
c + • : (bl,;" + b'/-',,, - C- ' )  ° (C"  + b,',- + ( ,)  
where c = (bl, f )  E ~n- i .  We will use the fact that C + 2cc r is positive semi- 
. • I /  !,'" I t"  definite, and has all diagonal entrtes nonzero. Write (b~,;" +b,,}-+ bo- ) 
= ~:eT + ec T +/~, where /~ = (bl/") E I~ ,-l):,l,,-lt. /~o-' is almost negative semi- 
definite, since it is a principal submatrix of B, and by induction/~ is almost 
negative definite, so also ce T + ec T +/~ is al,.,ost nevative definite and hence 
invertible (one eigenvalue is positive, from the Perron-Frobenius Theorem). 
But then (ce r + ec r +/~)ot-)) is positive definite, and Hadamard multiplying on 
both sides of (*} by this Hadamard inverse we conclude, using Lemma 2.2, that 
= (hi~2 I/', ' = Vo~/,.A D ,_,>, +b, , -b l / "  ) is positive definite. So (VAV)  °1/2 °1/2V°1/2 
= B °~/" is almost negative definite. Then since V'~/'-A '~/" W ~/'- is negative definite 
on a subspace of dimension -  1, A '~/'- is negative definite on a subspace of 
dimension n -  I, so A '~'~/-' has tit least n -  ! negative eigenvalues, and one 
positive eigenvalue by the Perron Frobenius Theorem. E3 
Remark. Along the way we have shown that if B = (h,/)E ~"'" is almost 
negative semidefinite, has, positive off-diagonal entries, and zeroes on the 
diagonal, then B °1/2 = (hi/"/') is almost negative definite and is invertible (this is 
the result for distance matrices). 
3. Hadamard products 
The following theorem gives a Loewner partial order lower bound for the 
Hadamard product of two symmetric matrices under some fairly restrictive 
conditions. More theory on almost semidefinite matrices may be found in 
[6,8,201. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A. B E ~"×" be symmetric. IJ'A ~ 0 and B is positive definite or 
is ahnost positiee dtfinite and invertihh, then A o B >-_ ( I /e TB-le)A. 
Furthermore, i f  B is positive definite (so etB- le  > 0), or (['B is almost positive 
delqnite and #wertible, #~ which case e rB- 'e < O, then 
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B 
ee T 1 
0 and 
etB- le  - e tB -  ne 
: sup {t 6 ~ IB-  tee t _~ 0}. 
Proof. We show that eTB-le ¢ 0. If B is positive definite then certainly 
eTB-le > 0. Suppose B is invertible and~ almost positive definite. Let 
21 ~< .-- -<. ;.,, be the eigenvalues of B, and 21 ~< ..- ~< ).,,+1 the eigenvalues of 
[B  e] thenf r°m' ' in ter lac ing ' 'e  T 0 ' 
Since B is almost positive definite we must have that 22 > 0. We must also 
have that ).t < 0, or otherwise B would be positive definite. Let 
= (x z)r E ~ ''+', where xTe=0 and-E  ~. Then "vV[BL :," 0e[j y __ xVBx > 0" 
I -  1 
Y 
I 0 f J i.e. B e is positive definite on a subspace of dimension n, so "~ oe has ^ 
at least n positive eigelwalues, which implies 2, > 0. Using Schur complements 
[B "] -det(B) erB-'e and properties of determinants we have det et 0 = 
= -(- i )121l 2_,...2, etB le :  (-I)l,;.j[ 2_,..-).,,.n, so we must also have that 
etB- Ze < 0. 
Let u be any vector in ~", and v -- (I - (B ~eer)/(erB ~e))u, then notice that 
eVv = 0. Further, note that 
So if B is positive definite or almost positive delinite (and invertible) then 
B-  (eer/erB-~e) ~ 0 (not strict inequality here since ( ! -  (Bleer) /  
(e tB Je) )Bne : 0). In either case, Hadamard multiplying on both sides of this 
inequality by A ~_ 0 gives the inequality of our theorem. 
Finally, we prove the "sup" part of the statement of the theorem. If B is 
positive definite or B is almost positive definite (and invcrtible) and 
B-  tee t ~-_ 0, taking x = B~e we have that x t (B -  teer)x -- etB ~e 
- t (e tB  re) -" >/0, and this implies l / (erB le) >i t. E] 
Remarks. Useful examples to illustrate the theorenl arc A -  1~ O,, h. for 
! ~<k<~n, and B = I -~ee T, where ~ ¢ ~. so l / (erB le )  :: -~ --~. When k - n 
t l  
" - -  Zh t "~ :~ and e 2 notice that A ~-¢/ is negative definite. An cxamllu of an almost 
pos i t ivedef in i tematr ixwh ich isnot inver t ib le i sA= [ I -1 ]  
-1  1 " 
Corollary 3.2. I rA ~ 0 and B has all posilire eno'ies and is a/most negath'e 
definite, then A o B -< (I/eTB-le)A. 
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Proof. From the Perron-Frobenius Theorem B has one positive igenvalue, thus 
B is invertible. The corollary then follows from the theorem with -B  substituted 
for B (so eXB-le > 0). Notice that under the present hypothese~ we can 
Hadamard multiply both sides of the inequality of the corollary by the positive 
definite matrix B °l-ll, to also obtain the inequality A o B °(-l) ~ (eXB-le)A. I'-1 
The special role that e has in Theorem 3.1 stems from the fact that ee x is the 
identity matrix for the Hadamard product. A restatement of the theorem 
without reference to e is Corollary 3.3. If x is an arbitrary vector in [~", we will 
denote by D,, the diagonal matrix D,, = diag(xl, . . . .  x,). 
Corollary 3.3. Let A, B E ~"×" be symmetric, and let b E ~", b ~ O. IrA >- 0 and 
B is positive definite or B is positive definite on tiw subspace U = {x E R"lxTb 
= O} and invertihle then A o B >-_ (1/bTB-lb)DbADb. 
Furthermore, i/'B is positire definite (so b TB-ib > 0), or i f  B is positive definite 
on U and invertihle, in which case bTB-Ib < 0, then 
bb T I 
B >- 0 and 
brB ib -  brB Ib 
= sup{t E [~IB- tbb v _>- 0}. 
Proof. Hadamard multiply A across the inequality B -  (bb T/bTB--Ib) 5-_ 0, and 
the corollary follows once we use the observation ([10], p. 104) that for any 
vector w E ~" and any matrix C E ~"~" it is true that 
ww r o D,,('D,. D 
A Loewner partial order upper and lower bound based upon the spectral 
decomposition of B is given in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. Let A >-_ O. Let B he symmetric with eigenvahtes 21 <~ ... <~ 2,. 
Suppose that ).~ < O, .for iE  {l . . . . .  k}: 2~ = O, .for i E {k + l , . . .  ,m-  l}; and 
)., > O,.for i E { m . . . . .  n } (where an)' o f  these index sets can be empty). Let ui denote 
the correslmnding unit e(~em,ectors orB so that Bui = 2iui,.for 1 <~ i ~ n. Then 
2,,Du.AD.,, + . . .  + ).,,,Du,,,ADu., >-_ d o B >-_ ).kDu, ADu, +. . .  + 2~Du~ADu,. 
" T Proof. Write B =/.,,u,,u,, + . . .  + ,:.lu~u~. and notice that 
' - 1" " T B-  ;.~uku~ . . . . .  ;.lUlU[ >'_ 0 and B-  z,,u,,u. . . . . .  /..,u.,u m -< 0. 
Then Hadamard multiplying A all the way across the inequalities 
- T T . Ui Ul T ;.,, u,, ui~, + . . .  +/.,,,u,,,u,,, >-_-_-_ B >-_ ,;.ku,~u k +. .  + ,;.~ , 
and using the observation in the proof of the previous corollary, we're 
done. 1:3 
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